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Main features of AnalyzerXL Pro: Price chart display Integrated trading system Moving averages Indicators Interpretation mode Technical analysis BIR Analyzer Pro is a powerful, advanced and all-inclusive analysis software for the professional and amateur Forex investor. BIR Analyzer Pro is the most comprehensive and complete Forex analysis software available in the
market today. It provides all the tools needed to conduct a detailed technical analysis of the currency market to help you make profitable Forex trades. BIR Analyzer Pro has an easy-to-use interface and a great feature set that enables users to use BIR Analyzer Pro's abilities to: Track a currency pair's performance throughout the course of the day or week Build and track a
trading strategy based on price action Update stop loss and take profit orders Perform technical analysis Market snapshot And much more... - See detailed price and volume graphs - See how the market performs for each trading day of the week - Set the first and last days for which a time period is to be viewed - See data displayed for the various time intervals - Set the volume
graph to show only "New" data - Remove duplicate data - Re-order your data as desired - Customize the graph labels to suit your preferences - Set the date range or an exact date - Re-calculate the data to different time intervals - Choose any of the displayed instruments - Set multiple instruments in a single graph - View all the charts in a single graph - Customize the chart type,
legend, and axis labels - Use multiple instruments in a single chart - Define the instrument types you want to see on the charts - Re-order the instruments on the chart - Use a different time interval for each chart - Choose the time interval, instrument types, and axis labels - Toggle charts on and off for a particular instrument - Define the instrument names you want to see on the
charts - Adjust the axis scales - Choose a different image for each time period - Choose a specific time period to view - Re-order the instruments on the chart - Save any view as an image to save for future use - Delete any view - Print any view - Customize all charts on the same graph by removing unwanted instrument types and time periods - Save any view to a data file - Save
the graph view to an image file
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KEYMACRO is the Macros for Excel, also called Macro Recorder, It automatically captures Excel worksheet, opens the document, runs each action, store the results and close the file. You can run all macros that you saved in a package or any other macros that you saved in your system. WHAT IS NEW IN THIS VERSION: Added a new option for Macros Icon. Added a new
option for Macros Icon. WHAT'S NEW IN THIS VERSION: Added a new option for Macros Icon. Added a new option for Macros Icon. Key Macros Features: 1. Easy to use 2. Free and powerful 3. No installation required 4. Complete uninstall options 5. No problems and errors 6. Excel has been compatible 7. No conflicts or problems 8. Support System/Office
2010/2013/2016 9. Very easy to use 10. Allows you to use the Macro keys on your keyboard to execute worksheet functions. (C) Copyright 2018 BLAZEYER SOFTWARE.COM Key Macros is a Macros for Excel that work on all version of Microsoft Excel. It can support all Windows OS, Excel and Office 2013, 2010, 2008, 2007, 2003, and 2000. Macros for Excel have great
ability to do the great things in Microsoft Excel such as: Add, delete, rename, edit and customize any text, formula, chart, picture, shape, table, add new sheet, etc. Powerful and advanced functions for any kind of Excel worksheet functions. Manage and change the whole or any range of Excel cells, shapes, charts, pictures, etc. Open and close any Excel files from the cloud.
Organize Excel files and folders and arrange them in the order you want. Install and uninstall, backup and restore Excel files from the cloud. Remove any Excel background image, color and text. Insert, remove, hide, change order and size of Excel shapes, table, charts, text, formula, etc. Add hyperlink to any Excel cell, shape, chart, picture, table, etc. Edit and customize any
Excel chart, worksheet, etc. Key Macros can do any kinds of worksheet functions. This include: Add, delete, rename, edit and customize any text, formula, chart, picture, shape, table, add new sheet, etc. Powerful and advanced functions 1d6a3396d6
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* The AnalyzerXL Pro Add-in is a financial-technological tool for professional and amateur market investors * It contains more than 80 functions and indicators * Intelligently used, they can help you predict stock price movements and determine the efficiency of an investment * The indicators are sorted in different categories, which work together to create a complete trading
system * Each function is accompanied by explanations that state its purpose and the wizard makes it easy for you to select input cells and the output location * The integrated wizard displays details about each indicator, its uses and interpretation mode * AnalyzerXL Pro has a wizard, which helps you to create a simple trading system in Excel, making technical analysis easier to
conduct * The AnalyzerXL Pro Add-in includes indicators for the market trend, price volatility, momentum, market strength, price support and resistance, along with basic, statistical and alert functions * the Moving average, the Qstick indicator, the Aroon Oscillator, the positive negative changes difference are just a few trend indicators that you can calculate * indicators are
sorted in different categories, which work together to create a complete trading system * AnalyzerXL Pro implements technical analysis capabilities in Excel, allowing investors to predict price movements using specific financial indicators * It is a handy tool for any investor who likes conducting calculations in Excel, enriching the default function set of the popular spreadsheet
application * AnalyzerXL Pro Description: * The AnalyzerXL Pro Add-in is a financial-technological tool for professional and amateur market investors * It contains more than 80 functions and indicators * Intelligently used, they can help you predict stock price movements and determine the efficiency of an investment * The indicators are sorted in different categories, which
work together to create a complete trading system * Each function is accompanied by explanations that state its purpose and the wizard makes it easy for you to select input cells and the output location * The integrated wizard displays details about each indicator, its uses and interpretation mode * AnalyzerXL Pro has a wizard, which helps you to create a simple trading system in
Excel, making technical analysis easier to conduct * AnalyzerXL Pro Free Download * Free Download With Ease * 30-day money back guarantee * Time to try * The AnalyzerXL Pro Add-in is a financial-technological tool for professional and amateur market investors * It contains more than 80 functions and indicators * Intelligently used, they can help you

What's New in the?

An add-in for Excel that offers a rich set of functions and indicators specifically designed for both professional and amateur financial market investors, as well as students. AnalyzerXL Pro is an addin for Excel specifically designed for both professional and amateur financial market investors, as well as students. Delivering a rich set of functions, it enables them to perform
complex technical analysis calculations, so as to get an overview on the market trends and investment opportunities. Create a trading system in Excel The package comprises more than 80 functions and indicators. Intelligently used, they can help you predict stock price movements and determine the efficiency of an investment. The indicators are sorted in different categories,
which work together to create a complete trading system. As one might imagine, the obtained values are not enough for investment decisions, but it provides a starting point. The integrated wizard displays details about each indicator, its uses and interpretation mode. Each function is accompanied by explanations that state its purpose and the wizard makes it easy for you to select
input cells and the output location. Conduct technical analysis within your spreadsheets AnalyzerXL Pro includes indicators for the market trend, price volatility, momentum, market strength, price support and resistance, along with basic, statistical and alert functions. The moving average, the Qstick indicator, the Aroon Oscillator, the positive negative changes difference are
just a few trend indicators that you can calculate. For those who are interested in daily price fluctuations, there are volatility indicators that can help them out. Momentum indicators reveal the speed of price changes over a time period, while the market strength is based on the transaction volume and interest rates. A useful Excel addin for all investors AnalyzerXL Pro
implements technical analysis capabilities in Excel, allowing investors to predict price movements using specific financial indicators. It is a handy tool for any investor who likes conducting calculations in Excel, enriching the default function set of the popular spreadsheet application. More than 80 functions and indicators specifically designed for both professional and amateur
financial market investors, as well as students. "A useful Excel add-in for all investors" is what they say! Create a trading system in Excel and conduct technical analysis within your spreadsheets. Find out more details and download our Excel addin today! How to Install this What's new in v3.6.8 2019-10-17 v3.6.8 * Bug fix * Bug fix * Bug fix * Bug fix * Bug fix What's new in
v3.6.8 2019-10-17 v3.6.8 * Bug fix How to install this After downloading the installer the first time, you have
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System Requirements:

- Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 - Intel® i3-2120T / Core® i5-3210M / Core™ i7-3520M - 4 GB RAM - 20 GB hard disk space - GPU: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon™ RX 480 - DirectX 12 API - Controller: Keyboard and mouse. The game can be played with only keyboard, mouse, and controller. Online Game Play - After finishing the singleplayer campaign,
the playable online game
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